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Abstract
Modular-functional decomposition is a
fundamental tenet of Computer Science.
Cognitive Robotics, with strong roots in
Cognitive Science and Biology, replaces modular-
functional decomposition with a more
opportunistic approach. Nonetheless, we can
extract heuristics with both analytic and synthetic
power: architectural principles for neo-modular
systems.

This paper describes three neo-modular
principles: Imagination, Shared Grounding, and
Incremental Adaptation. It includes examples of
each drawn from existing systems, and concludes
with an illustration of these three principles used
in concert to build a system which progresses
first to hand-eye coordination, then to planned
complex reaching, and finally to shared attention.

Modularity

Computer Science and Modular-
Functional Decomposition

Modular-functional decomposition is a
fundamental tenet of Computer Science. It says
that there ought to be a strong correspondence
between a system’s structural components and its
functional decomposition. In other words, the
structural components which together constitute a
system -- procedures, objects, packages, etc. -
ought to have well-defined functional
encapsulation. Conversely, each functional unit
of the system ought to correspond to an
encapsulated component.

This shared modular-functional decomposition
is basic to good computational design, whether
top-down or bottom-up. It is as fundamental to
analysis as to synthesis. It pervades virtually
every aspect of computer systems engineering and

theoretical computer science. In fact, it is such a
basic principle of the field that we tend to take it
for granted, occasionally finding ourselves
surprised that there could be another viable
approach. But while modular-functional
decomposition is certainly a legitimate
architectural principle, it is hardly the only one
possible.

Cognitive Science and Non-Modularity:
Anatomy and Physiology

In contrast, the cognitive sciences in general do
not subscribe to modular-functional
decomposition. As an extreme example, modem
biology provides a strong distinction between
anatomy -- structural decomposition -- and
physiology -- functional architecture. There is
simply no expectation that, e.g., an anatomically
defined region of the brain has a single or even a
well-defined function. Similarly, cognitive
functionality is rarely if ever strongly localized or
encapsulated. It is simply an accepted fact of
cognitive science that brain regions and brain
function do not share a single -- modular-
functional -- decomposition.

This distinction between the structural and the
functional is present throughout many of the
cognitive sciences. It likely results at least in part
from the opportunistic nature of both phylogeny
and ontogeny. Rather than build a new,
functionally and structurally distinct, brain (or
body) part, both evolution and individual
development capitalize on pre-existing structure or
functionality at every opportunity. This leads to
sometimes complex and tortuously coupled
systems; but nature does not have the (perhaps
dubious) advantage of tabula rasa design.

Natural systems are, as a result, often
apparently non-modular. Anatomical and
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physiological decompositions diverge.
Redundancies and unexpected interdependencies are
the rule. Opportunism drives this apparently
haphazard process. Yet natural s’,stems rival the
complexity of those we engineer, and provide us
with the only extant examples of intelligence and
self-sustaining systems. Somehov,. cognitive
robotics must extract principles from the natural
model.

Cognitive Robotics and Opportunism

Cognitive robotics -- the effort to build a
physically embodied intelligent system -- draws
much of its approach from the cognitive sciences
and natural examples of embodied intelligent
systems. Although cognitive robotics exploits
some of computer science’s tabula rasa design
perspective, much of the successful work in the
field has been more apparently opportunistic,
layering more complex systems on top of simpler
ones. In addition, since cognitive robotics is
substantially biologially inspired, its practitioners
tend to build systems that mimic biological
decompositions, i.e., apparently non-modular (or
at least not traditionally modular-functional)
systems.

There is an interesting in-principle question as
to whether it would be possible to design and
engineer a system v,,ith human-like intelligence
according to modular-functional principles. If
such a system is to capture the redundancies and
failure modes of biological systems, it will need
to share significant aspects of the cognitive
architecture of natural systems. Whether or not
this post hoc modular-functional decomposition is
possible, our current understanding of cognitive
science makes it unlikely that cognitive robotics
will be able to entirely embrace this approach any
time soon.

Instead, engineered cognitive systems are likely
to remain opportunistic -- depending on simpler
systems without necessarily preserving modular-
functional encapsulation -- and biologically
inspired, with all of the redundancy,
interdependence, and apparent non-modularity
which that entails.

New Architectural Principles:
NeoModularity

Fortunately, this does not mean that we must give
up all hope of principled analysis or synthesis.
The limitations of modular-functional

decomposition in this domain mean that we must
find other ways of describing the combination of
simpler systems into more complex ones. In
traditional computer science, divide and conquer is
a useful -- prototypically modular-functional -
heuristic. It is empov,-ering in both analysis and
synthesis of computational svstems. In cognitive
robotics, there are other, similarly empowering,
heuristics which form a new set of architectural
principles: principles for neo-modular systems.
Some of these rico-modular heuristics are:
¯ Imagination. Thinking is doing it in

your mind. If you want to solve a
cognitive problem, try building a system
that performs a concrete correlate of the
problem and then short-circuit the I/0. For
example, understanding a map is like
navigating inside it; transitivity is like
visual inspection of imagined data.

¯ Representational Alignment
through Shared Grounding. Agree on
what you see. If you need to translate
between two representations, use reality
(and their ability to represent reality) as 
basis set for an intermediate language. For
example, bootstrap language by pointing
at, and naming, real-world objects.

¯ Incremental Adaptation. Grow as you
go. Solve a complex problem by solving
it on simple cases and then learning a better
solution, e.g., by
interpolating/extrapolating (if it’s over 
metric or multi-dimensional space) or
scaling the problem and solution
simultaneously.

Each of these defies traditional modular-functional
decomposition, but each provides a principled way
to describe (analyze or synthesize) complex
systems in terms of simpler parts. These
heuristics together form a set of rules of thumb
that can help in the construction of neo-modular
systems.

Imagination

Often, in biological and cognitive robotic
systems, a structure apparently evolved (or
designed) for one task is coopted to perform
another. For example. (Kosslyn. 1996) presents
evidence that visual imagery tasks (such as
imagining the shape of a dog’s ear) involve brain
regions traditionally implicated in the lowest
levels of seeing: primary visual cortex. Kosslyn
says "imagery is like seeing with your eyes
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closed." hnagination, as a neo-modular principle.
generalizes this to thinking is like doing it in your
head.

The central idea is that an interactive system--
like the visual system---contains information that
is useful even without external inputs--e.g., for
visual imagery, iStein, 1994) reports a similar
result, extending tMataric. 1992)’s experience-
based navigation robot to comprehend maps by
"short-circuiting’" the robot’s sensors and effectors
through the map. Essentially, the robot
"imagines" wandering around in the environment
represented by the map and builds up the
appropriate representations as though it were
navigating in the real world.

There are a range of other examples. (Sutton,
1990)’s Dyna architecture and its successors
demonstrate that rehearsal--"practicing" on
previously observed data--results in considerable
speedups in reinforcement learning. His work
presents a single system which is reused for
planning, reacting, and learning. (Siskind, 1992)
uses "envisionment" of physical processes to
perlbrm basic commonsense reasoning, e.g., about
support and structural relationships. (Damasio,
1994) argues from neurophysiological evidence
that much of our apparently-rational decision-
making abilities rely crucially on the reuse of the
brain’s (and body’s) emotional centers.

Shared Grounding

Even in neo-modular architectures, systems are
often built by combining two solutions to distinct
pieces of the problem. However, in contrast to
engineered modular-functional designs, these rico-
modular components often have no simple
interfaces or ready facility for interconnection.
Instead. each is designed to work independently and
to interact with the world----or some other external
reality---directly. Each is likely to have its own
representational system and structures for making
use of these representations.

Representational alignment is the problem of
coordinating two different representational
systems. Shared grounding is the idea that each
system can use existing connections with the
external world to ground its own representational
understanding; translation between representational

’I do not wish to commit in any strong sense to the
idea of a representation: I include for this purpose a
range from symbols to activaiton conditions on
behaviors, etc.

systems reduces to the problem of finding
appropriate a~eed-upon external (~ound) points
and aligning the remainder of the representation
through these points. That is, the two separate
systems do not need to "understand" one another:
they simply need to agree on what they see.

Representational alignment through shared
grounding is what enables the folk-psycholog.,,
image of childhood language learning~"That’s a
chair"--as well as the Helen Keller story, or the
idea of broadcasting mathematics into outer space
(on the theory that Martians would recognize
"~ound truth"). Within AI, (Knight and Luk.
1994) use the idea to align natural language
taxonomies such as WordNet, Longman’s
Dictionary, and the Harper-Collins Bilingual
Spanish-English dictionary to build a large-scale
knowledge base for machine translation.
(Perkowitz and Etzioni, 1995) use it to learn about
resources on the World-Wide Web, probing sites
for recognizable data from which to bootstrap.
Examples of systems using shared grounding for
representational alignment in my own laboratory.
include (Torrance, 1994)--in which a sonar-based
mobile robot and human confederate engage in
natural language discourse about the office
environment which they are jointly exploring.
despite sharing no common representation of space
or descriptive language--and (Yanco, 1994), 
which robots learn a simple language bv
attempting to perform coordinated tasks.

Incremental Adaptation

Sometimes, what is needed to build a complex
system from simpler ones is not to change
interfaces, but to change internal behavior.
Incremental adaptation refers to the process of
gradually adapting a system so that it performs
better, handles a wider range of conditions, or
otherwise extends its behavior. Rather than
combining two modules, incremental adaptation
suggests that you can simply enhance the one you
have: grow as you go.

Using incremental adaptation, the problem and
it solution evolve in concert. For example.
(Ringrose, 1994) demonstrates that a controller
built for one body form can be gradually adapted to
handle the kinematics of a different body.
(Harvey, et al.. 1994) use incremental adaptation
to evolve controllers which solve a complex
visuomotor task. The early generations of the
system were presented with a relatively easy target
discrimination task; the most fit members of these
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,.:enerations were then used to evolve controllers
capable of solving increasingly complex tasks
.uch as pursuit of moving targets. (Sims, 1994)
,:o-evolves creatures ’,’,’hose fitness Js determined
b\ competition, so that successh’e generations
?resent more sophisticated challenges as well as
more refined solutions. Beyond these specific
examples lie the entire fields of on-line
,incremental) and local learning, as well as co-
evolution.

A system built according to these
heuristics

The preceding sections describe a set of three
architectural principles for constructing neo-
modular systems. The final section of this paper
introduces a Gedanken system whose architecture
relies on repeated applications of these three
principles. The system’s construction begins with
an occulo-motor system for ballistic saccade and a
separate simple arm-motion controller. The two
are combined to achieve hand-eye coordination.
This in turn provides the substrate for planned
complex reaching. Finally, the concrete task is
¯ "lifted" to a cognitive correlate: shared visual
attention. Although this system is currently
unimplemented, it is intended as illustrative of the
constructive power of these neo-modular
heuristics.

We begin with two systems which already exist:

1. Learn a ballistic saccade map, i.e., a function
from a target described in visual (x,y) pixel
coordinates to eye motor commands that
visually center the target. 2 Implemented
ersions include (Wessler 95)and (Marjanovic

et al., 96).
2. Given a basis set of postural primitives (e.g.,

one "resting" position and several positions
on the periphery of the work-space), learn to
move arm to target position expressed in
shoulder-relative coordinates by interpolating
across the postural primitives. At first, this
may be a one- or two-degree-of-freedom ann

:Note that this function may not be uniform, i.e., the
motor command to foveate (x,y) may depend 
current eye position as well as x and y. The uniform
function may be used as an acceptable approximation
q e.g.. see Wessler 95). or incremental adaptation may
be used to refine it.

(plus "’retraction") with limited range 
motion. A version of this system for a six-
de~ee--of-freedom arm has been implemented
by (Williamson. 96), lbllowing iMussa-Ivaldi
et al.. 94)’s work on frogs.

These basic behaviors are now used to bootstrap a
chain of increasingly complex behaviors. At the
beginning, we assume that the two systems share
a common origin, i.e., that the centers of arm and
occular motion are aligned.

3. Given the saccade system (a map from visual
coordinates to motor commands) and
knowledge of the current eye/head position,
use imagination to obtain head-relative 3D
coordinates of target given in pixel
coordinates. (Imagine the action of threating
(x,y). This would produce eye/head motion.
Adding these to the current positions yields
the desired coordinates.)

4. Use shared grounding to construct a mapping
between pixel/occulornotor and arm-motor
coordinate systems for an axis-aligned 2-DOF
system (i,e., head and arm coordinate spaces
share an origin). In this case, the endpoint of
the arm is a shared ground point from which
the entire coordinate space map can be
bootstrapped.

5. Use incremental adaptation to relax some of
the kinematic and structural assumptions.
For example, the alignment of coordinate
systems can be relaxed by gradually increasing
the separation between the origins and
learning an error-correction to the existing
(aligned) approximation, a la i Ringrose,
1994).

At this point, the svstem is capable of
rudimentary hand-eye coordination, reaching
roughly along the visual trajectory, but
presumably without crossing the midline and with
each reach originating from the "resting" position.
It should successfully retrieve an object when the
line-of-sight corresponds to a physically
unobstructed trajectory, but should fail at retrieval
when the visual trajectory is obstructed ~e.g., by a
mesh or transparent surface) or ‘,‘,’hen nearby
obstacles would trigger grasp or withdrawal
reflexes. The next behavioral layer involves
recognizing the need for, planning, and executing
complex reaches. It follows a prouession of
behaviors documented in human and primate
infants (Diamond, 1990).
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6. After much practice at stage 5.--i.e.. once
good model of this reach is established--use
imagination to predict when reaching along
visual trajectory will fail. (Imagination relies
on the presence of this predictive experience.)
When the visual path is obstructed, move the
body and head to find an unobstructed visual
trajector>. The object can then be retrieved
along this new visual trajectory.

7. Using shared grounding, extend the reaching
model to complex reaching (i.e., with inverted
joint angle, crossing midline) by chaining
two reaches without returning to resting
position. A certain amount of incremental
adaptation of the motor controller is also
necessarv.

8. Using imagination (again once significant
data is collected), identify the need for 
complex reach~around an obstacle in the
line-of-sight--and plan a complex reach
around the obstacle (i.e., not along visual
trajectoryl. This involves reaching first to the
(imagined) position in which the object could
be viewed with an unobstructed line-of-sight,
then from there along what would be the
visual trajectory.

The system at this point plans and executes
complex--"triangular"--reaches. The final stage
is the transfer of this ability to a cognitive
correlate of the task: shared attention, or looking
at what a confederate is pointing to.

9. Use shared alignment to map the two
component of the complex reach onto the
paths from the agent to the confederate and
along the conlbderate’s arm to the indicated
object. This maps the motor triangle of the
(imaginedl reach into a correlate triangle
through visual space.

10. Using imagination on the visual correlate
triangle--imagining looking along the
confederate’s arm--locate the (possible)
endpointts) of the pointing gesture and the
intended object.
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